
 The promotional media for the new romantic com-

edy Life As We Know It (2010) panders to conventional 

audiences as a “comedy about taking it one step at at time,” 

with the usual, unoriginal juxtapositions of masculine and 

feminine identity mixed in with a cute baby. The narrative 

for Life As We Know It, similar to Knocked Up (2007), 

comes off as unoriginal because the premise is built upon an 

age-old set of ideologies perpetuated by mass media. Ac-

cording to Stewart Hall, ideologies are built upon “...im-

ages, concepts and premises which provide the frameworks 

through which we represent, interpret, understand and ‘make sense’ of some aspect of social ex-

istence.” (8, Hall). We can see this in the deconstruction of Life As We Know It as a romantic 

comedy with a dependency on heteronormative ideologies. Those gendered images in the film's 

trailer exist as a foundation for the film’s comedy and drama, and consequently act to reinforce 

unequal and stereotypical representations of men and women in cinema. 

 Film genre is constructed by popular ideology; when people go to the cinema to watch a 

genre film, they have particular expectations for the film content (Stabile, Lecture 2). In the 

trailer for Life As We Know It the expectation for Heigl's character to feminize herself— wear 

make-up, nice heels, and a fancy dress on her first-date—is conventional in romantic comedies, 

and suggests that society harbors a defined ideology regarding appropriate female behavior and 

dating. This becomes more apparent when the film’s humor stems from the juxtaposition of con-

trasting ideologies. The difference in dress between Heigl and Duhamel's characters broke ideo-

logical conventions (that on a night out, both parties look their best) by dressing-down in casual 

jeans, a baseball cap and a leather jacket. To test this expectation we can use Stabile's Swap Test, 

and imagine the situation Duhamel and Heigl were placed in reversed (Stabile, Lecture 1). We 

can see that the situation doesn't have the same comedic quality when we imagine Duhamel's 

character waiting by the window, flipping through a magazine until Heigl's character shows up 

dressed poorly for a date. If later she were the one answering her phone to talk to another man, 



well, the connotation in the scene would be much different, too. Analyzing the use of social con-

ventions and humor allows audiences to explore popularly held ideology, as well. 

 Ideologies are manipulative, passive messages that reside within storyline narratives; they 

shape the way we view ourselves, and our world outside of the medium in which we are exposed 

to them. In Life as We Know It men are crass and dirty, while women are polite and clean; and 

empowered by wearing make-up. Women and men in the audience accept these ideologies be-

cause they are predisposed to reinforce the hegemony and current power structures that exist be-

tween men and women in everyday life (Stabile, Lecture 2). In this vein, Life As We Know It 

promotes the domestication of the stereotypical feminist played by Heigl—an unhappy white 

woman who struggles to maintain relationships with men, drinks, and is otherwise a shrew until 

she begins to raise a baby (when nature intervenes, she is able to rediscover the feminine, baby-

nurturing side of herself) (Stabile, Lecture 4). Stereotypes of men do no better; the film advertis-

ers fabricated the film poster by photoshopping Duhamel's right calf to preserve Duhamel's mas-

culine image. His right calf is physically disfigured, and he refused to let the unveiling of his 

"chicken legs" threaten his sexy, masculine, pop-culture persona.

 These gendered images in the trailer for Life As We Know It are intended to cue the audi-

ence as to what they can expect from seeing the film. In coalescing feel-good music with unequal 

and stereotypical representations of men and women, the trailer reinforces anti-feminist ideology. 

Kilbourne writes that, “The culture, both reflected and reinforced by advertising, urges girls to 

adopt a false self, to bury alive their real selves, to become 'feminine,'" but in reality, advertising 

and entertainment in the spirit of Life As We Know It (2010) works against both sexes. Women 

are discouraged from becoming independent, self-serving individuals, and men are denied the 

opportunity to have both a masculine image, and open, equal relationships with women. 
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